Oracle Hyperion
Inactivity Report

Datavail’s Accelatis* platform, developed by former
senior-level Hyperion developers, is the only
application performance management (APM)
solution designed specifically to work directly with
Oracle Hyperion products.

Automation Module Inactivity Report
The Automation module can generate reports across 90,
180, or even 365 days to identify:
• User activity frequency
• Objects accessed
• Latent objects and frequency of object usage
The list of items that can be monitored via inactivity
reports include:

Datavail customers are enthusiastic about how
receiving these reports can make their IT
environments less wasteful and more efficient.

We're very happy with the 90-day reports.
I just removed 17 Hyperion Financial
Management users last week, as we were
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down to five available licenses," said a
financial systems manager at a global
agricultural company. "The reports are
working well for us and keep us in
compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley, IT audits,
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and Oracle licensing."

Inactivity Report: Features

Accurate tracking of
accounts not being used

Direct insights into which
EPM objects employees are
really using

Automatic data capture,
analysis and report generation
at regular intervals

Inactivity Report: Benefits
Oracle software licenses can be pricey, stretching well into the five figures. To make the most of their IT spending,
organizations must ensure that the licenses they purchase are truly necessary for their operations.
The benefits of our inactivity reports include:
• Cost savings by identifying & reallocating unused Oracle licenses
• Increased productivity - manual efforts to achieve the same understanding can take up to a week.
• Ability to see in detail, forms and objects that aren't being used by the EPM community
• Faster upgrade/migration by eliminating objects that are never used
• Employees can devote more effort to important activities, rather than manually inspecting licenses for inactivity

Datavail is an Oracle Platinum Partner, serving hundreds of customers, from small businesses to Fortune 500 firms.
Datavail's APM solution by Accelatis helps you get the best performance out of your Hyperion deployment.
Other benefits of our full APM platform include:
• Simple automation of common, repetitive tasks
• Pre-built scripts for performance testing
• Easier root cause analysis after crashes and performance issues
• Proactive monitoring to ensure availability and end user productivity during peak usage periods
• Holistic views of Hyperion properties and activities within a single console

*Accelatis was acquired by Datavail in July 2017
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